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Unidirectional mechanical cellular stimuli via micropost array gradients†
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Diverse cellular processes are influenced by the mechanical

properties of the substrate. Here we introduce the methodology of

constructing micropost array gradients to investigate the effects of

unidirectional substrate stiffness cues on living cells. Experimental

results revealed preferential cell migration in the direction of

increasing micropost stiffness.
A wide range of biological processes, such as angiogenesis, immune

response, and wound repair, rely strongly on environmental stimuli.1

Elucidating the cellular response to various external cues enables

researchers to better predict and control cellular behavior—a neces-

sity for biological applications including tissue engineering, bioma-

terials, and regenerative medicine.2 It has been demonstrated that

cellular functions are influenced by a variety of microenvironmental

cues, such as chemical3 and mechanical4 signals. Recent work has

revealed significant roles of mechanical cues for living cells.

Researchers have shown that substrate-based mechanical stimuli

influence diverse cellular processes, such as focal adhesion develop-

ment,5 directional migration (i.e. via durotaxis),6 and stem cell lineage

specification.7,8 In order to study the cellular response to substrates of

varying rigidity, researchers have employed hydrogel photo-

polymerization-based methods to fabricate substrates with either

a low number9,10 or high number11,12 of substrate stiffnesses. Micro-

machining methods can potentially provide advantages for studying

the cellular response to substrate-based biophysical stimuli by

enabling simplified fabrication processes, enhanced user control over

substrate stiffness and improved device repeatability. Here, the

technique of using micromachining processes to construct micropost

array gradients with varying stiffnesses is proposed to investigate the

cellular response to substrate-based mechanical cues.

Methods for engineering substrates with microtopography (e.g.,

microgrooves or microposts) facilitate simple microfabrication,

accurate feature definition, and high repeatability.13–15 Previously,

micropost arrays have been used to detect cellular traction forces on

the substrate by modeling each micropost as a cantilever.14,15 One
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report has demonstrated the use of identical elliptical microposts for

applying bidirectional stiffness cues to cells.13 In this work, micro-

posts of varying radii, and thus varying stiffnesses, were employed to

apply unidirectional mechanical cues to living cells. Micropost array

stiffness gradients with low gradient strength (mSGL) and high

gradient strength (mSGH) were constructed to examine the effects of

unidirectional biophysical stimuli on the motility of bovine aortic

endothelial cells (BAECs).

Fig. 1a illustrates themicropost array gradient concept. In contrast

to prior reports of microposts with uniform radii14,15 or identical

shapes,13 for this study, the radii of arrayed microposts (Fig. 1a, ‘r’)

were increased in a single direction. A constant interpost spacing

(Fig. 1a, ‘I’) of 2 mm was designed along the axis of increasing

micropost radii. Fig. 1b illustrates the deformation of a micropost in

response to a force applied at the top of the micropost and the

theoretical formula used to calculate micropost stiffness.16 The stiff-

ness of amicropost can be geometrically tuned by adjusting either the

height or radius of the micropost. For fabricating gradients of

micropost stiffness, modulating micropost radii while maintaining

a uniform structural height facilitates simple fabrication via one-mask

soft lithography processes. Thus, the heights of the microposts were

kept constant at 7 mm while the radii of the microposts increased.

Two types of micropost array stiffness gradients were designed

corresponding to: (i) low gradient strength (mSGL), and (ii) high

gradient strength (mSGH). Both substrate areas were approximately

500 � 500 mm2, consisting of thousands of microposts. Micropost

radii were increased continuously over the course of the substrates,

corresponding to post-to-post stiffness increments of 0.5 nN mm�1

and 7.5 nN mm�1 for the mSGL and the mSGH, respectively (Fig. 1c).

The mSGL included radii ranging from 1 to 2 mm, corresponding to

physiologically relevant stiffnesses of 5 to 50 nN mm�1.15 The mSGH

included radii ranging from 1 to 3 mm, corresponding to micropost

stiffnesses of approximately 5 to 390 nN mm�1. When seeded cells

spread on the micropost array gradients, they interact with micro-

posts that increase in stiffness in a single, designed direction. For

example, Fig. 1d shows a false-colored SEM image of aBAECspread

over microposts that include 28 distinct stiffness values, with micro-

post stiffness increasing from post-to-post rightward (yellow to red).

Micropost array gradient fabrication and preparation are dis-

cussed in the ESI†. Briefly, the micropost array gradients were

fabricated via standard soft lithography processes. To improve

cellular attachment to the top surfaces of the microposts, the

substrates were selectively microcontact-printed with the protein,

fibronectin, via previously described processes.14 To preclude the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 1 Micropost array stiffness gradients. (a) Conceptual illustration of

a cell seeded on a microtopographic stiffness gradient with an enlarged

view of individual microposts with increasing radii (r) and equivalent

interpost spacing (I). (b) Micropost cantilever model. The linear stiffness

at the top of the micropost is derived from its geometric and material

properties, including the Young’s modulus (E), shear modulus (G), shear

coefficient (k), micropost height (H), and micropost radius (r). A force

applied at the top of the micropost (F), parallel to the substrate, will result

in a displacement at the top of the micropost (d). (c) Micropost stiffness

over the length of the micropost array stiffness gradient with low gradient

strength (mSGL) and high gradient strength (mSGH). (d) False-colored

SEM image of a bovine aortic endothelial cell (BAEC) (blue) seeded on

a micropost array stiffness gradient with microposts increasing in stiff-

ness (yellow to red). Scale bar ¼ 10 mm.

Fig. 2 Cell migration on a micropost array stiffness gradient. Sequential

time-lapse images of a BAEC (white arrows) migrating in the direction of

increasing micropost stiffness (black arrow). Scale bar ¼ 50 mm.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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potential effects of substrate-immobilized chemical gradients17 and

variable surface densities of topography,18,19 the area surrounding

individual microposts was modulated to maintain a consistent

percentage of extracellular matrix protein coverage (%ECM) and

topographic surface area for regimes of different micropost radii.

Specifically, while the interpost spacing along the axis of increasing

stiffness was held constant at 2 mm, the interpost spacing perpen-

dicular to the axis of increasing stiffness was adjusted to compensate

for changes in micropost radii such that:

%ECM¼ pr
2

ð2rþsÞð2rþIÞ ¼ Constant (1)
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 4606–4609 | 4607
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Fig. 3 Experimental results of BAEC migration on micropost array

stiffness gradients for 18 hour studies. Cell paths for (a) 23 cells seeded on

the mSGL and (b) 13 cells seeded on the mSGH. Axis units ¼ mm; black

arrows denote the direction of increasing micropost stiffness. Averaged

cell displacements versus time for BAECs seeded on the (c) mSGL (white)

and (d) mSGH (dark gray). Error bars denote s.e.m.

4608 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 4606–4609
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where r is the micropost radius, s is the spacing between microposts

perpendicular to the axis of increasing stiffness and I is the interpost

spacing parallel to the axis of increasing stiffness. Both the mSGL and

the mSGH included equivalent %ECM and topographic surface

densities of 20% to maintain consistency between the two gradients.

BAECs were seeded onto the micropost array gradients to study

the effects of the substrates on cellular migration. Time-lapse videos

of cell movement on both micropost array gradients were generated

in parallel from phase contrast microscopic images taken over the

course of 18 hour studies. Because cell–cell interactions can affect

directional migration, data were collected from single cells with only

substrate contact. Cell area centroids were tracked during the studies

to quantify the directional response of BAECs seeded on each

microtopographic gradient. A previously developed tactic index (TI)

was employed to quantitatively evaluate the bias of cell migration in

the direction of the migratory cues.11,20 Due to the time-length of the

study, the average TI was approximated as:

TI ¼ X

L
(2)

where X and L are the mean displacement in the gradient direction

and total path length, respectively.11 Thus, a TI of 0 indicates unbi-

ased movement, while a TI of 1 indicates fully biased movement in

the direction of the mechanical stimuli.

The p values for this study were calculated via unpaired Student’s t

tests. Differences with a p value less than 0.05 were considered

statistically significant. The experimental results are presented as

mean � standard error of the mean (s.e.m.).

Experimental observations revealed that both micropost array

stiffness gradients influenced directional motility, as seeded BAECs

migrated preferentially in the direction of increasing micropost stiff-

ness. Fig. 2 shows sequential time-lapse images of a BAEC (white

arrows) migrating in the direction of increasing micropost stiffness

(black arrow) on the mSGL. The two-dimensional 18 hour cell paths

for migration on the mSGL and mSGH are shown in Fig. 3a and b,

respectively. On the mSGL, seeded BAECs were found to displace an

average of 26.5 � 8.7 mm (n ¼ 23 cells) in the direction of increasing

micropost stiffness by the end of the 18 hour studies (Fig. 3c). The

maximumobserved displacements during the studies were 141 mm for

cell movement in the direction of increasing micropost stiffness and

45 mm for displacement opposite to that direction. At the end of the

studies, 70% (16 from a total of 23) of BAECs exhibited displacement

in the direction of increasing stiffness relative to their initial positions

at the start of the study. Higher gradient strength was found to

enhance the directional response. Cells on the mSGH exhibited an

average final displacement of 41.9 � 14.7 mm in the direction of

increasing micropost stiffness (Fig. 3d), with maximum observed

displacements of 145 mm for movement in the direction of increasing

stiffness and 24 mm for displacement opposite to that direction. By

the end of the 18 hour studies, the percentage of cells that exhibited

displacement in the direction of increasing micropost stiffness

increased to 77% (10 from a total of 13 cells). These results are

consistent with past studies of the cellular response to substrate

stiffness cues.6,11,12 Similar to prior work, increased gradient strength

was found to enhance cell migration in the direction of increasing

substrate stiffness.11

The average TI on the mSGL was 0.246 � 0.083, which indicates

biased movement in the direction of increasing micropost stiffness.

The average TI for BAEC movement on the mSGH increased to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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0.348 � 0.110 compared to movement on the mSGL; however, this

difference was not statistically significant (p¼ 0.47). These values are

in accordance with previously reported TI values of approximately

0.25 for vascular smooth muscle cell migration on hydrogel-based

rigidity gradients.11

The speed of cell movement was also found to be affected by the

micropost array gradients during the 18 hour studies. Specifically, cell

speeds were observed to vary with respect to the direction of the

mechanical stimuli. For migration in the direction of increasing

micropost stiffness, BAECs on the mSGL and mSGH exhibited

average speeds of 7.5� 0.5 mmh�1 and 7.0� 0.7 mmh�1, respectively.

For movement opposite to the direction of increasing stiffness, the

average speed of BAEC migration on the mSGL decreased to 6.6 �
0.5 mm h�1; however, this difference was not statistically significant

(p¼ 0.24). In contrast, the average speed of BAECmigration on the

mSGH decreased significantly to 4.8 � 0.6 mm h�1 for movement

opposite to the direction of increasing stiffness (p < 0.05). As prior

work has not yet elucidated the effects of rigidity gradients on the

directional speed of cell movement, these results suggest that further

study is needed to examine cell speeds in response to unidirectional

substrate stiffness cues.

Although the cellular response to the microtopographic mechan-

ical stimuli was found to be consistent with durotaxis predictions and

prior work, the experimental results cannot be attributed exclusively

to cellular durotaxis for the current study. In this work, the spacing

surrounding individual microposts was modulated to ensure that the

overall %ECMand topographic surface area remained constant over

both microtopographic substrates; however, it remains unclear how

increasing the micropost-specific top surface area in the absence of

gradients in %ECM or topographic density might affect cell motility.

Thus, future applications of this technique for studying the durotaxis

phenomenon specifically should employmicroposts with uniform top

surface areas (e.g., via gradients of elliptical microposts).

Conclusions

Micropost array gradients provide an effective technique for engi-

neering the mechanical properties of discrete, microscale substrate

features via simple, accurate, and repeatable fabrication processes.

Here, unidirectional micropost array stiffness gradients were

employed to investigate cell motility in response to microtopographic

mechanical cues. BAECs seeded on the micropost array gradients

exhibited higher displacements and speeds in the direction of

increasing micropost stiffness versus opposite to that direction.

Additionally, higher gradient strength was found to enhance this

directional response. A TI applied to quantify the migratory results

revealed that cell movement was biased in the direction of the

substrate-based mechanical stimuli. These results suggest that the

methodology for fabricating micropost array stiffness gradients may

offer a unique and passive method to regulate the motile processes of
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
seeded cells. The rigidity of the substrate has been demonstrated to

affect a variety of cells, which suggests the current technique can be

adapted to examine how additional cell types respond to micro-

topographic stiffness gradients. As prior works have used micropost

arrays to measure cellular forces on the substrate, the current meth-

odology could be employed to elucidate the effects of mechanical

gradients on the traction forces of motile cells. Here, substrates were

designed with post-to-post differences in stiffness of 0.5 nN mm�1 and

7.5 nN mm�1; however, the gradient strength of the micropost arrays

can be tailored corresponding to specific applications. Although this

study employed unidirectional micropost array gradients in a linear

arrangement, individual microposts can be independently placed and

geometrically tuned to achieve diverse configurations of substrate

stiffness (e.g., radial gradients). As a method for investigating the

cellular response to substrate stiffness cues, micropost array gradients

offer a simple, yet powerful technique for applying unidirectional

mechanical stimuli to living cells.
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